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Executive Summary 

The topic of locomotive head-up displays (HUDs) has not been comprehensively reviewed since 
2007, when Davies et al. examined the benefits of adapting aviation-style narrow field of view 
(FOV) HUDs for locomotives. The authors concluded that, though there were many safety 
benefits, there were also significant technical obstacles to integrating the HUDs into a 
locomotive. Since that time, new research and development activities on locomotive and 
automotive HUDs have continued, including the announcement of an augmented reality head-up 
display (AR-HUD) in a production vehicle which projects virtual images into the external scene. 
However, these implementations still retain the basic limited FOV format. Recent releases of 
commercially available, large transparent displays may provide a platform for a display that 
encompasses the entire front windscreen of a locomotive. From September 2018 to September 
2021, the Federal Railroad Administration (FRA) sponsored the Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology (MIT) and GE to design a wide FOV locomotive AR-HUD and complete two 
research activities that assess the human factors and necessary hardware to realize this concept. 
Engineers designed a prototype, then implemented it in the Cab Technology Integration 
Laboratory (CTIL) locomotive simulator as a testbed to investigate whether the AR-HUD 
concept would provide performance and/or safety benefits to the engineer in normal railroad 
operations. Five experienced passenger engineers participated in a user study, drove two versions 
of a locomotive HUD, and provided feedback on their design and use. Researchers recorded the 
participants’ gaze, and analyzed how gaze behavior changed with the introduction of the HUD. 
The results showed that participants spent less time looking away from the forward view. The 
conformal information presented in the AR-HUD might be useful to direct engineer attention to 
important track-side objects, such as upcoming signals. Keeping gaze in the forward view, even 
if it is focused on HUD information, is crucial for the engineer to detect and identify potential 
hazards. Engineers will continue to analyze trip data to provide additional insight into the effects 
of HUD use. Future work should investigate whether safety benefits are realized when using a 
HUD. Analysis of train handling performance also suggests that there is no detrimental effect of 
using a HUD while operating a train. Subjective feedback from the engineers confirms the 
acceptability and potential benefit of using a HUD. 
A survey of the current technology literature and product announcements shows that there are 
numerous promising developments in display technology that could support AR-HUD 
development, but they do not yet meet technical requirements for an AR-HUD rail application. 
Transparent organic light-emitting diode (OLED) displays are now available in sizes that match 
freight locomotive window widths and are available for commercial purchase but are relatively 
expensive and have limited light transmissibility. Display modules for automotive AR-HUDs are 
inexpensive but project a limited FOV. Further technical developments are needed for both 
technologies. Commercially available tracking systems, which are needed to accurately register 
HUD images with the external scene, are inexpensive and widely available. One widely available 
tracker system, the Intel RealSense D435 depth tracking camera, was integrated into a hardware 
testbed to test system accuracy and the measured performance was deemed acceptable for AR-
HUDs. 
The results from the human factors study and technical assessment do not present any immediate 
concerns that would suggest halting AR-HUD research and development. However, additional 
technology and human factors questions must be addressed in a more realistic testbed (e.g., in an 
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operating locomotive) before the beginning of commercial product development. The CTIL test 
represents an ideal case where AR-HUD symbology is always presented at the proper location. A 
real-world testbed is needed to understand the role of virtual image distances on engineer 
perception and acceptance. This knowledge will determine the type of display best suited for the 
AR-HUD and the need for additional hardware or optics. Additionally, the display technology 
should be tested under typical operating conditions (e.g., night, bright sunlight, etc.) to determine 
whether existing hardware can meet the brightness and contrast requirements. 
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1. Introduction 

From September 2018 to September 2021, the Federal Railroad Administration (FRA) sponsored 
a research team from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology’s (MIT) Human Systems 
Laboratory, the General Electric (GE) Global Research Center, and the FRA Cab Technology 
Integration Laboratory (CTIL) at the Volpe National Transportation Systems Center. This 
research team developed and tested a proof-of-concept augmented reality head-up display (AR-
HUD) for railroad operations within a simulation environment and examined whether it 
enhanced the engineer’s safe and efficient operation of the train. A subsequent human-in-the-
loop experiment measured how the display affected the operator’s mental workload and 
situational awareness, as well as changes to the safe handling of the train. 

1.1 Background 
The proposed AR-HUD is a large-field display that uses the entire engineer-side front windshield 
of the locomotive to display train information to the engineer during a trip. Possible methods to 
display the computer-generated symbology include large transparent organic light-emitting diode 
(OLED) displays or projection onto the windshield through combining optics. As shown in 
Figure 1, the AR-HUD has two types of symbology: (1) Fixed symbology remains in the same 
location on the display and, in general, shows train state information, such as the current speed, 
track speed limit, and location by milepost; and (2) Conformal symbology provides information 
that is connected to a physical object or location in the external environment, such as an 
upcoming signal or the beginning of a speed restriction, and changes location as the train 
approaches the object or location. Because locomotive engineers can freely move about the cab 
while the train is in motion, the AR-HUD also tracks the engineer’s head position to draw the 
conformal symbology at the appropriate location to appear stable in the external environment. 
This feature differentiates the AR-HUD from current aviation and automotive head-up-displays 
(HUDs) which require the operator’s head to remain within a small area to properly render the 
conformal symbology. 

 
Figure 1. The AR-HUD concept. Conformal symbology highlights an approaching signal 

while static elements provide speed and location information 
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The presentation of critical information in the vehicle operator’s forward view of the external 
environment is presumed to enhance safety because the operator’s gaze is not diverted by 
looking at the physical displays and controls. However, careful consideration of the information 
presented in a “head-up” manner is required to avoid scene clutter, occlusion of the external 
environment, and excessive mental workload. Developing a proof-of-concept enables 
exploration of general scientific, technical, and design issues, such as testing the validity of the 
safety-enhancement assumption or defining the requirements for content and format of the 
information to be displayed. 

1.2 Objectives 
The project objectives were to (1) create a HUD interface that incorporates augmented reality 
(AR) symbology using feedback from experienced engineers, (2) develop a prototype system 
that could be demonstrated in the CTIL simulator, (3) evaluate the utility of the AR-HUD 
prototype with experienced engineers in CTIL and determine how driving performance and gaze 
patterns may change, and (4) assess the technical feasibility of producing an AR-HUD with 
current technology. 

1.3 Overall Approach 
The project team took a clean-sheet design approach to the AR-HUD interface by examining 
typical operating tasks through previously completed task analyses (Groshong, 2016) and 
determining the required information for those tasks. A cognitive walk-through of the 
preliminary design with an experienced locomotive engineer was performed to refine the design. 
The second design was evaluated through an on-line survey with two engineers, resulting in a 
third design that was integrated into CTIL. Two variants of the AR-HUD interface were 
implemented in CTIL for the user evaluations, and compared to the users driving with no HUD 
present. Subjective evaluation of the AR-HUD complemented the quantitative performance 
measures and gaze tracking data that were recorded. In parallel to the prototype development, the 
team conducted a literature review and technical feasibility assessment of producing a 
locomotive AR-HUD from currently available technology. 

1.4 Scope 
The project examined the relative utility of a wide field of view (FOV) HUD and AR-HUD in a 
representative operational situation compared to the existing head-down operating display 
(HDD). The demonstration system implemented in CTIL was meant to evaluate the usefulness of 
the interface design as well as understand how gaze and vigilance may change with use of the 
AR-HUD. The design was intended primarily for use in freight locomotives, but the displayed 
information would also support most aspects of passenger train operations with appropriate 
format changes. Researchers did not implement in CTIL all the hardware capabilities of the 
system needed to support an AR-HUD in an actual operating locomotive, such as a head tracking 
system or the optics needed to project the symbology onto the external environment. Researchers 
also did not examine the effects of various environmental conditions, such as nighttime or 
inclement weather operations. Thus, the evaluation represents only the use of the AR-HUD 
under ideal viewing conditions. As part of the feasibility assessment, a laboratory testbed 
incorporating head tracking and a simple display was created as a proof-of-concept and to 
characterize tracking hardware performance. 
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1.5 Organization of the Report 
Section 2 presents a brief literature review of efforts to create HUDs for rail applications as well 
as recent developments in the automotive and maritime industries using emerging technology for 
relevant applications. Section 3 details the methodology to create an initial “clean sheet” design 
of the AR-HUD. Section 4 describes the initial design in detail. Section 5 interprets two reviews 
with experienced railroad engineers to evaluate and refine the initial design. Section 6 describes 
the current implementation of the AR-HUD in CTIL. Section 7 reviews the human-in-the-loop 
experiment design and discusses the results from the study, including recommendations for 
design changes. Section 8 analyzes the technical feasibility of implementing an AR-HUD system 
into current freight locomotives using current and near future technology. Appendix A assesses 
the technical feasibility of implementing an AR-HUD using currently available technologies. 
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2. AR-HUD Literature Review 

Davies et al. (2007) provided the first detailed examination of HUDs for rail application in the 
2007 UK Rail Safety and Standards Board report, which examined the technical, safety, and 
business cases for aviation-style narrow FOV HUDs in locomotives. The authors performed a 
small user study to examine possible HUD benefits in speed maintenance and workload, 
including conformal symbology highlighting the next signal. The results showed no difference in 
speed maintenance and a slight decrease in subjective workload. Since then, two patent 
applications have been filed in the US for similar AR-HUD systems: one in 2014 by Porsch and 
Schaeper (2017) of Siemens AG (awarded in 2017) and a second in 2018 by Miglianico et al. 
(2018). The Siemens patent describes a ceiling-mounted projector that uses a portion of the front 
windshield to display the combined output from two projectors, one showing the forward scene 
captured by a separate camera and a second that projects the HUD overlay after the scene from 
the first camera is parsed by an “evaluation device.” This implementation would eliminate the 
need to track engineer head position to maintain the display if the head is not at the assumed eye 
point.  
The Alstom patent describes a system similar to current automotive HUDs mounted on the 
forward engineer’s console with additional hardware to permit a greater range of adjustment for 
different driver heights. In addition, Agarwal, supported by Bombardier, developed a user 
interface concept for a European Train Control System HUD in a 2019 master’s thesis at KTH 
Stockholm. The concept applied a design process using Scenario Development to quickly 
reiterate through scenarios, producing a useful mapping between mental activities of the 
engineer, their actions, and the technical function required of them to guide interface design 
(Agarwal, 2018). The proposed AR-HUD solution goes beyond these systems by using AR 
hardware for head tracking which will enable the engineer to move about the cab without 
compromising the accuracy of conformal symbology placement. This makes better use of the 
wide FOV display so that external objects further to the sides of the track can be highlighted. 
Background research in other applications of AR, particularly automotive, provide insight to 
applications in locomotion AR. Kim et al. (2018) showed a significant improvement in the 
response time to decelerate the vehicle in response to a pedestrian collision warning displayed on 
an AR display when compared to a control condition. In addition, the authors identified 
improved decision making while using conformal information (i.e., pedestrian and projected 
location) compared to a text alert stating “BRAKE.” While the response time for braking was 
slower with the conformal display compared to the text message, there were also fewer false 
positives and a reduced risk for accidents due to emergency braking. This was attributed to the 
conformal information providing more information about the immediacy and magnitude of 
braking required. Locomotive engineers may have increased situational awareness with the use 
of conformal symbology. Interestingly, in a different automotive HUD experiment, Tonnis et al. 
(2005) found that implementation of conformal symbology more ambiguously indicated the 
location of a threat, and that drivers were better able to locate the threat with a static top-down 
view of the car. Drawing both possible conclusions together suggests that the association 
between conformal symbology and a specific object or location must be unambiguous to realize 
the benefits of a conformal AR display over traditional HUDs. 
AR interfaces have also been tested in maritime applications, such as entering a harbor. On the 
ship’s bridge, the watch officers often move around the deck while commanding the vessel, so  
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keeping conformal symbology stable in their view also requires head tracking. Holder and Motz 
(2014) examined one possible AR implementation using transparent wide FOV displays and 
identified similar technical issues described later in this report. Their conclusions from a user 
study in a simulation environment agreed with Davies et al. (2007), showing the benefits of 
reduced head down time and localization of information, especially in situations with reduced 
visibility, confined waters, and high-speed operations. Current commercially available AR 
systems such as the Raymarine ClearCruise AR1 are only implemented on HDDs and use 
synthetic imagery superimposed on a video stream from ship mounted cameras (i.e., “synthetic 
vision systems”), comparable to what is available in aviation. Morgère et al. (2014) conducted 
another study for maritime applications to examine head-worn AR displays for merging course 
information, hazard or other sea marker information, and real time data together to reduce 
cognitive workload and increase safety. 
Whereas maritime and automotive AR-HUDs are highly focused on navigation issues as well as 
collision avoidance, railroad engineers are primarily focused on vehicle control in the 
longitudinal dimension. Thus, the primary goal for the rail AR-HUD should be to provide 
situation awareness to the engineer to appropriately control the speed of the train at the present 
location and under the present operating rules. There are many system design decisions to 
consider for an AR application for locomotive engineers, which may further constrain the 
choices and implementation of AR-HUD symbology (e.g., should the display be monoscopic or 
stereoscopic display, should the symbology be fixed on the screen or conformal with the external 
world). Section 3 describes the approach used to identify the type and location of the information 
that should be present in the AR-HUD design. 

 
1 Raymarine, Clear Cruise [AR] Augmented Reality Display for Raymarine Axiom MFDs. 

https://www.raymarine.com/clearcruise.html
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3. AR-HUD Design Methodology 

The design goal for the AR-HUD was to create a secondary information display supporting the 
most common events, or scenarios, that engineers encounter during a typical trip. In a previous 
FRA-funded study, typical freight railroad operations were separated into key operational 
scenarios to develop automation systems that drive with the engineer (Brooks et al., 2022). The 
team developed a hybrid model combining aspects of cognitive work analysis, hierarchical task 
analysis, and an abstraction hierarchy to understand the information requirements of the engineer 
in these scenarios (Brooks et al., 2022). Table 1 lists these key scenarios and the underlying 
information requirements that form the initial operating contexts for the AR-HUD design 
process. 

3.1 Scenarios 
Table 1 classifies the graphic scenarios, represented by computer-generated imagery (CGI), that 
are used in the AR-HUD development. 

Table 1. Key scenarios to design AR-HUD 

Scenario # Description 

0 Train Operation in Absence of Other Scenarios 

1 Signal Response (non-Clear) – Changing speed or stopping in response to a signal indication 

2 Temporary Speed Restriction – Complying with a speed limit within the designated zone 

3 Maintenance-of-Way – Approaching and passing through a work area as directed by the 
foreman 

4 Passing a grade crossing – Approaching and passing through a grade crossing 

5 Stopping on a grade – Speed management to stop at a designated location on a grade 

6 Meet and Pass – Meeting a schedule to allow opposing traffic to pass on a single track 

The four “key operational scenarios” identified in Brooks et al. (2022) were (1) responding to 
signal, (2) complying with temporary speed restrictions (TSRs), (3) complying with a 
maintenance-of-way (MOW) zone (i.e., work area), and (4) providing a warning at a grade 
crossing. In each of these cases, the engineer needs to know the location of the event and the 
current operating constraints (e.g., signal indication, speed limit, and rules for entering a MOW 
zone). The engineer could also benefit from the increased situational awareness provided by the 
HUD when stopping at a specific location on a grade or incline, or participating in a meet and 
pass that requires schedule information (i.e., managing traffic traveling in opposite directions on 
a single track). Finally, a baseline scenario was identified as the absence of the named scenarios, 
such as when the engineer is operating the train at a given speed without a change in acceleration 
or a need to respond to signals.  
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3.2 Determining Necessary Information to Display 
Table 2 presents a list of the types of information engineers use when making operational 
decisions (e.g., notch setting, current speed, or mile marker). This includes information that is 
physically available from HDDs, including track charts, bulletins, or hand-written notes. The 
table also lists information that can be obtained from the external environment or synthesized 
entirely by the engineer based on previously acquired information. However, the information 
sources inside the locomotive require the engineer to look away from the forward scene. The 
AR-HUD may more readily provide the necessary information to engineers and thus reduce their 
workload and minimize time looking away from the external environment. A key design 
question is determining what information to show without cluttering the display or increasing the 
engineer’s workload. 

Table 2. Information required by engineer to safely operate a train 

1. Acceleration 2. Acceleration Trend  3. Air Brake Setting 4. Brake Line Pressure - End 

5. Brake Line Pressure - Head 6. Current Speed 7. Desired Speed  8. Display Grade 

9. Does this brake configuration 
fit with the geography 

10. Throttle/Dynamic Brake 
setting 

11. Has the consist end passed a 
certain landmark/marker 

12. Identify Broken Gate/Grade 
Crossing 

13. Identify Grade/Speed 
Mismatch 14. Identify Intruders 15. Identify Landmarks  16. Identify Places Where 

Mode Change May Occur 
17. Identify User-Inputted 
Markers 18. Location Limit Delta 19. On/Off Optimized Profile 

Indication  20. Other Train Locations 

21. Potential Obstacle 
Locations 22. Previous Signal 23. Projected collision warning 24. Projected ETA for several 

upcoming markers 

25. Signal Change 26. Signal Information 27. Signal Speed Limit 28. Time Until Pressurized 

29. Trip Advisor Information 30. Weather 31. Where is the consist end  

3.3 Determining Operational Relevance of Information 
To date, there is no formal design methodology for determining the minimum information to 
display. Thus, the authors developed an ad-hoc, quantitative process to rank the information by 
operational relevance. For each piece of information in Table 2, one of the authors assigned two 
values: (1) Information Acquisition Cost, which represented the engineer’s mental effort required 
to acquire the information from its location (e.g., display gauge and environmental cue), and (2) 
Information Salience, which represented the importance of the information to the safe operation 
of the train in each scenario listed in Table 1. By calculating the product of the weight of the 
information source and the salience to a given scenario, the authors determined a utility value for 
each piece of information that could be included on the AR-HUD design. There is a physical 
constraint on how much information can be displayed on the AR-HUD, and this ranking 
provides a criterion for selecting the most important information to be displayed. 

3.3.1 Information Acquisition Cost 
In Table 2, the information sources were clustered into three sections: HDDs within the cab, 
information outside the cab in the external environment, such as signal aspects, and information 
synthesized from these sources. The acquisition cost reflects the effort spent retrieving the 
information and storing it until needed. Synthesized information, such as the expected stopping 
location, is computed from other cues (e.g., current terrain and brake settings), so the engineer 
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must locate the underlying information before synthesizing and committing it to short-term 
memory. If the underlying variables change then the engineer must also recalculate the 
synthesized information. The researchers assigned a cost equal to 1, since obtaining this 
information requires a high mental workload. Any information obtained from an in-cab display 
(e.g., the brake line pressure) is always present in the same location and can be readily retrieved 
with a single glance. These information sources were assigned a value of 0.25, the lowest weight, 
since they are easily obtained and require no storage in memory. While information from these 
sources is important, it can easily be viewed by the engineer and therefore may be redundant if 
included again on the AR-HUD. Information that is obtained outside the cab, such as a mile 
marker or speed limit sign, is episodic and must be kept in the engineer’s working memory or 
written down. The increase in workload to obtain and store this information resulted in an 
assigned weight of 0.5. These initial weights were selected to represent relative differences based 
on subjective estimates of workload, and could be further refined with data from workload 
experiments, such as eye movement studies. 

3.3.2 Temporal Importance to a Task/Scenario 
A second, separate weight was assigned to the information based on when it influences engineer 
actions during the scenario. The weights correspond to four separate categories of information: 
primary, secondary, tertiary and background. Primary information, given the highest weight of 1, 
is critical to determining how to proceed in a situation. If not available, the situation resolution 
cannot proceed. Using Scenario #1: Signal Response as an example, primary information would 
include both the past and upcoming signal aspect, in addition to whether the signal has changed. 
The engineer cannot act to increase, maintain, or decrease speed without this knowledge. 
Secondary information, which the engineer will use immediately after obtaining the primary 
information, was assigned the next highest weight of 0.5; it has a lower weighting since its 
interpretation is dependent on the context provided by the primary information. In Scenario #1, 
current train speed is one type of secondary information used immediately after determining the 
upcoming signal aspect as the engineer determines how to comply with the primary information. 
Tertiary information is directly relevant to the actions taken by the engineer in the scenario but 
not necessarily essential, therefore assigned a lower weight of 0.25. In Scenario #1, this would 
include information such as the landmark the engineer uses to identify when braking should 
commence. Finally, background information could alter the timing or magnitude of the 
engineer’s actions but is not directly used to optimally complete the scenario at hand. In Scenario 
#1, the current weather (e.g., rain or snow) was considered background data and assigned a 
weight of 0.1. As in the case of the information acquisition cost, these weights were chosen to 
reflect the subjective importance of the different categories with an arbitrarily chosen interval 
difference. They should be refined in the future through additional studies of engineer behavior. 

3.3.3 Results of Weighting 
Table 3 lists the weights for acquisition cost and temporal importance to the individual scenarios 
listed in Table 1. The importance of an information source across several scenarios is evident 
when there are high weights assigned to multiple scenarios. Table 4 show the aggregated weight 
for each information source, obtained by taking the product of all the individual scenario and 
acquisition cost weights and scaling the values so they are all greater than or equal to 1. The 
sources are then listed from highest to lowest aggregate weight with several tiers of “equivalent” 
weight within the ranking. 
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Table 3. Intermediate results in weighting information sources 
 Info 

Found 
Scenario 

1 
Scenario 

2 
Scenario 

3 
Scenario 

4 
Scenario 

5 
Scenario 

6 
Acceleration 1 0.5 1 0.5 0.5 1 0.5 
Acceleration Trend 0.25 0.5 1 0.5 0.5 1 0.5 
Air Brake Setting 0.25 0.5 1 0.25 1 1 0.25 
Brake Line Pressure - End 0.25 0.5 1 0.25 1 1 0.25 
Brake Line Pressure - Head 0.25 0.5 1 0.25 1 1 0.25 
Current Speed 0.25 0.5 1 1 0.5 1 1 
Desired Speed Location 1 0.5 1 1 0.5 0.25 1 
Display Grade 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.1 0.1 1 0.1 
Does this brake configuration fit with 
the geography 1 0.5 1 0.25 1 1 0.25 

Throttle/Dynamic Brake Setting 1 0.5 1 0.25 1 1 0.25 
Has the consist end passed a certain 
landmark/marker 1 0.1 0.1 1 1 0.1 1 

Identify Broken Gate/Grade Crossing 
Signal 0.5 0.1 0.1 0.1 1 0.1 0.1 

Identify Grade/Speed Mismatch 1 0.1 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.5 0.25 
Identify Intruders 0.5 0.25 0.25 1 1 0.25 0.25 
Identify Landmarks 0.5 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.5 1 
Identify Places Where Mode Change 
May Occur 1 0.1 0.1 0.25 0.1 0.1 0.1 

Identify User-Inputted Markers 1 0.1 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.5 0.5 
Location Limit Delta 1 0.5 1 1 0.5 0.25 0.5 
On/Off Optimized Profile Indication 1 0.5 0.5 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 
Other Train Locations 0.5 0.25 0.25 1 0.25 0.25 1 
Potential Obstacle Locations 1 0.25 0.25 1 1 0.25 1 
Previous Signal 1 1 0.25 0.25 0.5 0.25 0.25 
Projected collision warning 1 0.25 0.25 1 1 0.25 1 
Projected estimated time of arrival 
for several upcoming markers 1 0.1 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 1 

Signal Change 1 1 0.5 0.25 0.5 0.25 0.25 
Signal Information 0.5 1 0.25 0.25 0.5 0.25 0.25 
Speed Limit 0.5 0.5 1 1 0.5 0.25 0.5 
Time Until Pressurized 1 0.5 1 0.25 1 1 0.25 
Trip Advisor Information 0.25 0.5 0.5 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 
Weather 0.5 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 
Where is the consist end 1 0.1 0.1 1 1 1 1 
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Table 4. Aggregate weights of information sources ranked from highest to lowest 
 Weight 

*10^6 Rank 

Current Speed 62,500 1 
Desired Speed Location 62,500 1 
Acceleration 62,500 1 
Location Limit Delta 31,250 2 
Throttle/Dynamic Brake Setting 31,250 2 
Does this brake configuration fit with 
the geography 31,250 2 

Time Until Pressurized 31,250 2 
Speed Limit 15,625 3 
Acceleration Trend 15,625 3 
Projected collision warning 15,625 3 
Potential Obstacle Locations 15,625 3 
Where is the consist end 10,000 4 
Air Brake Setting 7,813 5 
Brake Line Pressure - Head 7,813 5 
Brake Line Pressure - End 7,813 5 
Signal Change 3,906 6 
Previous Signal 1,953 7 
Other Train Locations 1,953 7 
Identify Intruders 1,953 7 
Has the consist end passed a certain 
landmark/marker 1,000 8 

Signal Information 977 9 
On/Off Optimized Profile Indication 977 9 
Identify Landmarks 977 9 
Projected ETA for several upcoming 
markers 391 10 

Identify User-Inputted Markers 391 10 
Trip Advisor Information 244 11 
Identify Grade/Speed Mismatch 195 12 
Display Grade 125 13 
Identify Broken Gate/Grade Crossing 
Signal 5 14 

Identify Places Where Mode Change 
May Occur 3 15 

Weather 1 16 
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4. AR-HUD Design 

In the initial AR-HUD design, researchers placed only a few limitations on information 
representation, such as avoiding obstruction of the central view. In some instances, the 
conceptual design was representative rather than precise.  
Five classes of information were defined to sort the placement of information display elements 
on the AR-HUD: (1) train system status information, (2) speed/acceleration information, (3) map 
information, (4) warning information, and (5) target speed information. A template was created 
for the AR-HUD (Figure 2) by combining these categories, the weighted importance of various 
pieces of information, and the team’s past experience designing the moving map display 
(Voelbel, 2017). Train system status information was placed on the left side of the windscreen to 
provide spatial consistency with the layout of the AAR-105 control stand. Speed, acceleration, 
and warning information were placed centrally above the area where the engineer’s gaze is most 
often directed. Map information was placed on the right edge of the display, and target speed 
information was overlaid on the track ahead of the train. 

 
Figure 2. AR-HUD information display 

4.1 Display Information Classes 
The following information is included in the HUD display. 

4.1.1 Train System Information 
Primary train control status is displayed in a pictorial format that corresponds to the physical 
controls of the AAR-105 control stand. Brake information is displayed in a numeric format. 

• Notch Settings 

Three sliders represent the position of the throttle, dynamic brake, and air brake handles 
(Figure 2). The left side of the icon is the lowest possible setting, while the right side 
represents the highest. This design choice corresponds with the physical controls for the 
two brake levers on the familiar AAR 105 console. They are arranged top to bottom in 
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the order they are most often used, throttle position on the top, dynamic brake position in 
the middle, and the air brake position on the bottom. This icon is gray to be unobtrusive 
yet readily available (Figure 3). 

 
Figure 3. Display symbology for the throttle, dynamic brake, and air brake 

• Pressure Information 
To convey brake line pressure information, a train icon representing the front and rear of 
the train is surrounded by pressure information (Figure 4). The upper car, which is 
pointed, signifies the front of the train while the box-shaped car at the bottom represents 
the end of the train. The consist head brake pipe (BP) pressure in psi is displayed next to 
the icon of the head of the train, and end-of-train (EOT) pressure in psi is displayed next 
to the icon at the rear of the train. Three additional pressures are displayed between BP 
and EOT: brake cylinder (BC), main reservoir (MR), and the equalizing reservoir (ER) 
pressure, needed if the consist uses traditional pneumatic brakes. Of these five pressures, 
the BP and EOT values are always visible. Since the BC, MR, and ER pressures only 
change when the air brake is being used, they will only appear on the AR-HUD when the 
pressures are not within the normal range of non-utilization. This helps keep a clean 
workspace during at-speed operations and alerts the engineer to any unexpected or 
abnormal conditions if the pressure information appears. Further investigation is needed 
to determine whether this is convenient or if engineers prefer to always see all five 
numbers on the AR-HUD, when this information is already found on the HDD. 
Additionally, if the line pressure is not at the maximum, a red PRESSURE warning will 
appear next to the consist icon. While this icon is redundant when the engineer actively 
applies the air brake, it will also trigger a warning to the engineer if there is a leak in the 
air line. When the air brake is released and the line is recharging, a countdown based off 
current recharging tendencies will appear to let the engineer know when they can expect 
full braking capabilities to return as the line recharges. 

 
Figure 4. Display symbology for brake pressure information 
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4.1.2 Speed/Acceleration Information 
Figure 5 shows the speed and acceleration information displayed at the top of the windscreen 
above the vanishing point of the view directly ahead of the train. This central location minimizes 
the distance for the engineer to change their gaze between the track ahead and the speed and 
acceleration information. It also copies the location of the speed information in most primary 
operating display screens and other secondary displays, such as the one used for GE Trip 
Optimizer. 

 
Figure 5. Speed, speed limit, and acceleration information 

• Current Speed 
Current speed is critical for the engineer to monitor. During nominal operation, it is white 
in color. The speed numbers will change from white to yellow at 73-75 mph and from 
yellow to red at speeds greater than 75 mph to correspond with the GE Trip Optimizer 
display. 

• Speed Limit 
The speed limit is shown below the current speed for situational awareness. It is smaller 
than the current speed indicator to avoid confusion with the train speed, and is displayed 
in white. 

• Acceleration Curves 
When the train is at a constant speed, a short vertical line at the 12 o’clock position is 
displayed above the speed display. When the train is accelerating, an arc sweeps out 
clockwise from the center. When the train decelerates, the curve sweeps 
counterclockwise from the top. The maximum arc extent is 90 degrees. This corresponds 
to the movement of an analog speedometer, in which the needle moves clockwise when 
accelerating and counterclockwise when slowing down. The arc length of the curve in the 
AR-HUD design is proportional to the current, instantaneous acceleration of the 
locomotive up to a prescribed minimum or maximum. Some locomotive operator 
displays have a digital acceleration field that shows the projected increase in speed per 
time unit (typically mph/min) at the current acceleration. Anecdotally, engineers have 
mixed opinions on the usefulness of the acceleration display, which is possibly more 
useful during training or when driving an unfamiliar consist.  
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• Desired Acceleration Tick Mark 
This mark shows a “desired” acceleration defined by an acceleration or braking curve 
that could, minimize the use of air brakes or in-train forces. It could also be used as a 
training tool to help novice engineers learn the appropriate control changes to achieve the 
desired profile. When the train acceleration is close to the desired level, the tick mark will 
be near the end of the acceleration curve, and both symbols will be shown in green for 
ease of interpretation. If the acceleration curve is different from the tick mark, indicating 
an acceleration other than the directed one, the curve and tick mark will be red. In 
instances where neither acceleration nor deceleration is needed, (e.g., when the train is 
moving at the target speed) the indicator will be gray in color. 

4.1.3 Map Information 
The information pertaining to the train’s surroundings is found on the right side of the 
windscreen. This design decision was made because when an engineer wants to know more 
information about their surroundings, they already look forward through the front windscreen 
and to the right through the right window. A top-down moving map view was designed to 
display this information, based on engineer feedback from researchers’ previous work 
developing a tablet-based moving map display (Voelbel, 2017),. The format is familiar due to 
wide use in navigation displays (e.g., hand-held devices and automotive displays) and can be 
shown along the vertical side of the display. Typical train displays (e.g., i-ETMS and Trip 
Optimizer) use a profile map instead, which would need to be placed along the bottom or top. A 
description of the features of the moving map are below. 

• Scrolling Map Concept 
As shown in Figure 6, the map design is a train-centric, scrolling map showing icons of 
upcoming landmarks approximately 5 miles in front of and 2 miles behind the current 
train location. The train icon stays in the same visual location while the landmark icons 
scroll down as the train travels along the track, similar to how a runner on a treadmill 
stays in one relative location while the treadmill scrolls beneath them. The scrolling map 
does not reflect curves or grade since this information is required knowledge for an 
engineer qualified on a route. 

 
Figure 6. Example of the scrolling map 
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• Selection of Data on the Scrolling Map 
The criteria for displaying landmarks comes from two requirements: first, the landmark 
must be pertinent to the direct tasking of engineers; second, the landmark must be found 
throughout the rail system. This resulted in the display of the following list of landmarks: 
mile markers, interlock locations, grade crossing locations, and surrounding signal 
locations. Other landmarks that qualified for inclusion were curve lubricators and 
dragging equipment detectors, but they are not displayed because they do not affect train 
control (as verified by discussions with a retired engineer). Additionally, geographical 
features such as rivers or mountains were not included because they could most likely be 
seen from the cab and because the driver would not need to act on or be alerted to their 
presence. 

• Mile Marker Location 
The iconography for each of these landmarks is designed to be a pictorial representation 
of the landmark itself (Figure 7). To indicate mile marker locations, a horizontal, gray 
dotted line is drawn across the dashed black line symbolizing the track at the location of 
the marker. The line extends to a mile marker icon which is represented by a black 
number over a white rectangular background, the same as displayed in the CTIL rail 
simulator. As the mile markers and mile marker location bars scroll through the map, 
only the upcoming 2-mile markers are visible, and once they scroll down the map past the 
train icon, they disappear. 

 
Figure 7. Iconography for the scrolling map 

• Interlock Locations 
For interlock locations, the short arm extending to one side of the track indicates the side 
from which the interlock is entering or diverging. They are displayed as dashed lines, to 
remain consistent with the main track’s dashed line display. 

• Grade Crossing Location Icon 
Grade crossings are denoted by a bold, black line crossing the track. The thickness of the 
line provides a greater contrast with the track and other symbols crossing the track to 
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enhance their detection since engineers are required to sound their horn when 
approaching most crossings. 

• Target Speed Predictor Icon 
A green or red bar crossing the track marks the location where the train is predicted to 
reach a desired target speed based on current train speed, location and acceleration. This 
information is potentially useful when approaching a restricted speed area or stopping at 
a desired location (e.g., a stop signal). As the train approaches the target speed, the bar 
will be shown in green and move closer to the train icon, while it will be shown in red 
and move away from the train icon if train speed diverges from the target. 

• Signal Location Icon 
An icon is placed next to the track to indicate a signal location. The icon, a circle with a 
white upper field and black lower field, was selected to provide a high contrast marker 
that would not be confused with the actual colors of the current signal indication. 

• Current and Future Signal Indication Icons 
The actual indications displayed are in a separate, larger colorized icon to the right of the 
black and white signal aspect location icons. These are offset so they don’t conflict with 
the scrolling map but are visible to give the engineer increased situational awareness 
about upcoming sections of track. The previous signal indication governing speed for the 
current signal block is also displayed in the lower right corner of the scrolling map. This 
alleviates the need for the engineer to remember current speed limits and is automatically 
updated as the train passes a signal. 

4.1.4 Warning Information 
Any warning messages that need to be conveyed to the engineer (e.g., a detected overspeed or an 
intruder/obstacle) are clearly indicated by a flashing red text message that appears below the 
speed and acceleration display. This position, as shown in Figure 8, is central in the field and 
near the area of the track where an engineer will often look for obstructions, switches, or other 
signals. The message text will succinctly state the reason for the warning using a known list of 
terms such as “overspeed” or “intruder.” 

 
Figure 8. Warning example 

4.1.5 Target Speed Information 
The AR-HUD provides the benefit of showing conformal symbology that conveys information in 
relation to objects and their real-world location. This may be most useful with synthesized 
information which does not correspond to a physical object but is connected to a physical 
location (e.g., the projected location where the train will attain a desired speed). Depicting the 
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predicted location of reaching this desired speed could help the engineer slow down to the 
appropriate speed in advance of a temporary speed restriction or even stopping at a red signal 
(target speed = 0). The system incorporates two symbols to indicate this synthesized information. 

• Target Speed Predictor 

As mentioned in the description of the moving map display, the target speed predictor 
indicates the predicted location where the train will attain the desired speed based on the 
current acceleration. The icon, shown as a green bar in Figure 9, enables engineers to see 
precisely where they can expect to reach the desired speed in relation to signal aspects, 
grade crossings, or intruders. The color reflects whether the engineer will reach a desired 
speed before (green color) or after (red color) a mile marker or physical object along the 
track. The reference object could be determined by the engineer or via a machine vision 
system. In cases where the distance it takes to reach a desired speed is greater than 1 
mile, the bar will be absent. 

 
Figure 9. Example of Target Speed Predictor (green bar) and Headway (yellow) symbols as 

the locomotive approaches the target 

• Target Speed Headway 
Target Speed Headway, or the distance between the locomotive and Target Speed 
Predictor location, is represented by a virtual flat surface overlaid on the track, extending 
from the front of the locomotive to the Target Speed Predictor (Figure 9) or terminating 
at the vanishing point of the track. It follows the contours of the track and serves to 
anchor the Predictor to the physical environment and to depict the perceived distance to 
the Predictor. As the overlay spans the width of the track, it is also used to indicate to the 
engineer that they are operating in a reduced speed area (yellow) or that they are clear to 
accelerate to the maximum speed limit. This is redundant to the digital speed limit below 
the current speed, however, this articulation uses both color and shape to make safe 
operating speeds clear to the operator. 
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4.1.6 Other Display Characteristics 
Since the AR-HUD has information overlaid onto the windscreen, the information may 
sometimes be visually lost against the background of trees, buildings, or other objects in the 
environment. Likewise, the information displayed on the AR-HUD may overlap with objects in 
the environment that must always remain visible. The actual ranges of transparency (e.g., 
brightness and relative contrast to the background) will need to be determined through 
experiments in real operating conditions or a more detailed analysis. For this design effort, 
representative renderings of the AR-HUD were created using Microsoft PowerPoint to adjust the 
transparency of the symbology. These renderings, included in Appendix A, were used during the 
research team’s review with a subject matter expert (see Section 5.1). 

4.1.6.1 AR-HUD Transparency 
• Information Transparency 

Any level of transparency of the displayed information will reduce the engineer’s ability 
to clearly see other objects of interest, (e.g., signals or obstructions on the track). For 
example, even if Target Speed Predictor and Headway symbols are displayed at a low 
transparency, they may still obscure relatively dark objects likes switches and prevent the 
engineer from correctly assessing their setting. Alphanumeric symbols may need to be 
displayed at higher levels of brightness to be clearly visible and interpretable to the 
engineer. A future solution may be to use a machine vision system to determine the depth 
location of certain objects and render the AR-HUD symbology in a manner that avoids 
occlusion with the desired objects. 

• Information Background Transparency 
AR-HUD-exterior environment conflicts are common in areas of dense foliage and tall 
surrounding landmarks, since it can be difficult to read information on the AR-HUD, 
even at 100 percent opacity. To increase the relative contrast, the team compared 
backgrounds of different colors and opacities using the PowerPoint renderings. The 
background must be large enough to depict the major groups of information (excluding 
the Target Speed display), with an opacity that allows for signals and other important 
objects and landmarks to be seen even when covered by the background. For the CTIL 
implementation, the researchers chose a sky blue color for the background to provide 
additional contrast with the AR-HUD information and minimal visual conflict with the 
exterior environment. A neutral gray background may be more suitable in practice as 
ambient lighting conditions change throughout the trip. 

4.1.6.2 Declutter Mode and Go-Away Mode 
The researchers created two ways for engineers to control what they see on the AR-HUD, since 
the display of the AR-HUD is automated. One method is Declutter Mode, which clears certain 
information from the AR-HUD to engineer preference. The minimal set could be determined by 
their weighted ranking, their location on the display (e.g., to remove information in the central 
field), or other criteria. Go-Away Mode clears all information from the display, and the 
windscreen again becomes a regular window. This is desirable if the AR-HUD is malfunctioning 
or obscuring visibility. These two modes could be controlled by switches on the main control 
console display. 
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4.1.6.3 Context-dependent Information Display 
Some AR-HUD symbols could be shown only when the train is not in/at a desired state . When 
the engineer is driving the train at approximately the desired state, less information will be 
displayed, to potentially reduce distractions from monitoring the external environment. Examples 
and potential implementations of this property for warning messages, certain pressure 
information when braking, and the Target Speed indicators are discussed below. 

• Warning Information Operating Rules 
The warning messages will only appear in emergency or unusual circumstances, such as 
when the train is speeding, and disappear when the train returns to a normal operating 
state. 

• Brake Pressure Information Operating Rules 

The pressure information for various components of the brake system is not always 
required by the engineer. In instances when the braking system is not used, the pressures 
can be expected to remain within a non-braking operating range, so it may be acceptable 
to only show the brake pipe pressure. Other pressure information can be found on the 
HDD, if needed. Additional information, such as the ER pressure or brake recharge time, 
will appear during braking to assist the engineer with slowing the train and will remain 
visible until the brakes are fully recharged. This supports engineer situational awareness 
and helps the engineer maintain their gaze on the track ahead. 

• Target Speed Information Operating Rules 
The inherent behavior of the Target Speed displays, particularly the Headway Indicator, 
provides a clear indication of whether the train is at the desired operating state. As the 
train diverges from the desired target speed, the Headway Indicator extends from the 
bottom portion of the screen to clearly indicate that engineer action is needed. As the 
train approaches the desired state, the indicator will shrink until disappearing as the 
Target Speed Predictor moves to a point just in front of the locomotive (e.g., the bottom 
of the display). This allows for a greater FOV when headway information is not 
necessary. 

Figure 11 shows two renderings of the AR-HUD overlaid on representative scenes from CTIL 
simulation, illustrating what engineers see during a typical trip. Figure 10 shows the AR-HUD 
symbology overlaid on a sample screen capture from CTIL simulation runs and illustrates what 
engineers see during their approach to a stop signal. The train speed is 10 mph and decreasing at 
the prescribed deceleration shown by the green arc to the left. The Target Speed Predictor 
indicates that the stopping point on the track ahead (speed = 0 mph) will be reached before the 
signal. The Train Status Display shows that the throttle is at notch zero, the dynamic brake is 
fully engaged, and the air brake is also in use. Figure 11 shows the train is traveling at 55 mph. 
The Target Speed Predictor is placed at the front of the train on the bottom of the screen, 
indicating it has attained the target speed. The Train Status Display shows that the throttle is at 
notch three and no braking is in effect. 
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Figure 10. AR-HUD of train approaching stop signal 

 
Figure 11. AR-HUD of train at the target speed 
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5. Evaluation of the Initial AR-HUD Design 

5.1 Cognitive Walkthrough for Design Refinement 
Following the completion of the initial design, a cognitive walkthrough was conducted with an 
experienced retired locomotive engineer. The cognitive walkthrough method is often employed 
in usability studies to evaluate the ease of learning to operate a system within the scope of 
specific user tasks (Wharton, J., Lewis, & Polson, 1994). Rather than providing explicit training 
before the walkthrough, the reviewers are encouraged to explore the interface to complete the 
task, revealing the elements that are easily understandable or usable. The typical walkthrough 
session begins with a detailed introduction to the system followed by one or more exercises in 
which a task scenario is presented to the reviewer, who must perform a specified series of actions 
to complete the task. 
Since the AR-HUD is not an interface on which control actions can be performed, the research 
team’s walkthrough focused on the operator’s ease in obtaining the appropriate information to 
manage specific operating scenarios. The AR-HUD walkthrough began with an introduction to 
the larger project, followed by a detailed explanation of the individual display components. The 
hardware and underlying implementation of the AR-HUD was not provided as background 
information since the review was focused on information content and display. The behavior of 
the dynamic elements (e.g., the Target Speed Predictor) was explained through a series of 
PowerPoint mockup slides showing the evolution of the display over time. Unlike the process 
described in Wharton et al. (1994), feedback about each element was solicited after the 
description. Following the system description, the reviewer was presented with a generic 
scenario of transiting a section of mainline track with one interlocking and stop signal. A series 
of slides depicting the progress of the train was showed in succession with feedback from the 
engineer about the display and system behavior. Following a short break, a second operating 
scenario was presented to the engineer in the same manner, except the engineer was asked to 
answer three to four questions about the state of the train based on the images. Additional 
feedback about the scenario and display behavior was discussed after the exercise. The third and 
final session consisted of showing a series of single slides depicting a moment during a trip. The 
current train state (e.g., speed and last signal) was described to the engineer followed by a series 
of questions to probe the engineer’s knowledge about the present and future states and actions 
that could be obtained from the display. A final discussion period allowed the experimenter to 
follow-up on any feedback and the engineer to provide any other feedback. Although not part of 
the cognitive walkthrough process, the engineer also reviewed the information weighting scheme 
used to determine the priority of information for the AR-HUD and was satisfied with their 
assignment, aside from the grade, which they identified as more important. 

5.1.1 Summary of Results 
Overall, the engineer’s feedback suggested that the design did not omit any crucial information 
for train control, although the grade of the track and status of the reverser were two suggested 
additions. The reverser state is only necessary during the start-up process, and qualified 
engineers memorize grade information, though it could be a useful memory aid if it did not 
clutter the moving map display. The engineer seemed to readily understand the format and 
location of the displayed information, as they correctly answered all questions that required 
retrieval of specific information from the display. Some novel information that is currently 
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unavailable (e.g., the air brake re-charging time or the current speed limits) was perceived to be 
beneficial. Similarly, the moving map display was mentioned on multiple occasions as a 
beneficial addition, despite some concerns over the readability of the small symbols. Other novel 
elements, such as the acceleration arc display, may be less useful since acceleration can also be 
estimated from the electric motor ammeters. However, the values displayed by the arc also 
incorporate the effects of the train consist and grade, so the arc may still provide a benefit. The 
engineer also mentioned the Target Speed Predictor display several times. Primarily, the 
engineer thought the maximum useful display range for the icon was only about 1/2 to 1 mile 
ahead of the train, presumably since the preview time at these distances would be 30 seconds or 
longer, which allows adequate time to adjust their actions. 
The issue of information transparency and the visibility of objects in the environment was a 
notable topic in the post-session debrief. Despite the team’s initial concerns, the engineer did not 
consider the potential occlusion of equipment on the track (e.g., hot box detector and dragging 
equipment detector) by the Target Speed Predictor to be a major problem since they are passive 
devices and not actively monitored like a signal. On the other hand, the occlusion of signals by 
the speed and moving map displays could be problematic, since engineers are required to 
monitor signals until the locomotive has passed them. However, because the moving map is on 
the right side, the duration of obscuration will be short, minimizing the chance of a signal change 
during that time. The engineer will also be able to quickly confirm the signal state because 
signals are displayed on the moving map.  The location of the speed display is more problematic 
for observing signals mounted above the track and the location may need to be shifted to avoid 
this issue. 
The sole use of paper mockups limited the ability of the engineer to fully appreciate the dynamic 
nature of two prominent elements: the acceleration arc and the Target Speed Predictor. For 
example, during the presentation of the slide series for a specific task scenario, the engineer 
failed to notice or report changes in the location of the Target Speed Predictor. The discrete 
nature of the presentation could have contributed to this inability to detect movement of the 
predictor, but this could easily have resulted from the engineer’s attention being focused 
elsewhere, or the lack of familiarity in monitoring the novel display. Future cognitive 
walkthroughs should be conducted with an operating prototype or videoclips captured from a 
working system to ensure that the dynamic nature of the display is faithfully reproduced. 

5.2 Engineer Assessment of AR-HUD Information Elements Via Online Survey 
A Qualtrics survey was developed and used to interview a group of nine US freight railroad 
engineers. The goal was to define the information requirements and possible benefits of a new 
type of AR-HUD. A locomotive windscreen mounted transparent display provides a wide FOV 
while maintaining AR conformality using image-based head tracking. Based on previous 
experimental studies of volunteer subjects in a locomotive simulator (Groshong, 2016; Price, 
2021), Human Systems Laboratory and GE used hierarchical cognitive task analyses and other 
analytic methods to identify the tasks, goals, and display information requirements for a 
reference freight rail operational driving “scenario.” When selecting information to display, it is 
critical to factor in expert opinions at an early stage using cognitive walkthrough techniques or 
locomotive simulator evaluations using prototype displays. Stakeholders have different 
backgrounds and expectations, so solicitation and evaluation of opinions is inevitably 
challenging. Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, in-person cognitive walkthrough evaluations were 
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not feasible. Instead, the research team decided to recruit engineers who had freight and/or 
passenger experience and administer an online survey. Each participant was first individually 
briefed on details of the AR-HUD concept in a 30-minute online (Zoom) session. Participants 
then completed a self-administered survey developed using the Qualtrics online platform.2 
During the 30-minute participant briefing, storyboard photos and diagrams of the prototype 
display’s elements were described in the context of a normal mainline freight operational 
scenario, involving accelerating from a stop, maintaining speed, coming to a planned stop, or 
responding to a sudden change. Display elements were grouped as they related to status, 
operational, or predictive information categories. The online survey required 25-30 minutes to 
complete. All responses were coded to maintain participant anonymity. The survey included a 
review of the main briefing points, and asked participants about operational background (e.g., 
years of freight and/or passenger rail experience in various roles, as well as any prior experience 
with HUDs and augmented reality systems). 
Then, several dozen multiple choice questions, grouped by information category, asked 
participants to identify the most useful AR-HUD display elements for each phase. Subjects were 
also asked to indicate the relative importance of each category of display information for each 
phase, using a virtual pointer on an analog sliding scale. Participants could qualify, clarify, or 
amplify their answers using 18 free-text, open-ended question boxes. In a final section, 
participants were asked about specific non-normal operational phases that might change their 
relative rankings and suggestions for future AR-HUD enhancements. Details on the briefing and 
questionnaire are available online (Zhang, 2021). Unfortunately, in part due to the pandemic, 
recruiting had to be conducted by email only, and went more slowly than anticipated. By the 
time the AR-HUD was finalized, responses had been obtained from only two of the nine planned 
participants. Only a qualitative analysis was conducted. Although their background differed (e.g., 
one operator had primarily freight experience and the other passenger), both were highly 
experienced (>10 years) and many of their responses were congruent. As expected, speed was 
the most important single status element, with signal state and mile marker close behind. 
Operational data seemed more important than predictive data, at least for these two experienced 
engineers. Avoiding information overload is important, and the ability to customize and declutter 
may be useful. They disagreed on the importance of display element attention flashing and 
predictive information when stopping. The most highly ranked feature enhancement was adding 
other train locations to the HUD’s rolling map. When asked what percentage of the time they 
thought engineers currently spent looking down at displays rather than out the windshield, their 
responses were 5 and 25 percent, and motivated the effort to add eye tracking to the simulator 
study. 

 
2 Qualtrics. (2022). 

http://www.qualtrics.com/
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6. AR-HUD Implementation in CTIL 

The following is a description of the AR-HUD configuration in CTIL (Figure 12). 

 
Figure 12. Schematic diagram of the CTIL HUD hardware configuration 

6.1 AR-HUD CTIL System Architecture 
The current implementation of the AR-HUD is based on the HUD prototype developed under 
FRA contract #DTFR53-16-P-00052 “Cab Technology Integration Laboratory Head-Up Display 
upgrade”. The HUD software runs in the Vizard v7.2 Integrated Development Environment 
(WorldViz, Santa Barbara, CA) within the Windows 10 operating system. Vizard is a widely 
used Python-based programming tool to develop augmented and virtual reality applications. 
Figure 13 illustrates the system architecture. The HUD laptop computer (top right) outputs a 
High-Definition Multimedia Interface (HDMI) signal, routed to the CTIL video mixer, which 
combines the HUD signal with HDMI video output for the engineer’s forward view from the 
CTIL simulation computer (bottom right). The HUD symbology is presented on a unique color 
background, (shown in black in the figure) which is used as the chroma-key for blending the 
imagery with the CTIL video signal (top left). This technique is commonly known as “green-
screen” technology that is widely used in CGI for television and movies. The host laptop also 
connects to a local wireless network to communicate with the CTIL network via the CTIL web 
service, which is a simple Hypertext Transfer Protocol server that pushes the current train 
parameters (e.g., speed, location, and control lever state) in response to a client request. The 
current HUD computer is an Asus ROG Zephyrus G14 gaming laptop with AMD Ryzen 
processor and nVidia GTX 1650 graphics, which updates the HUD symbology at up to 10 Hz 
depending on the HUD features being displayed. 
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Figure 13. Screen capture of AR-HUD as currently implemented 

6.2 Current CTIL Implementation 
The current AR-HUD code extends the base HUD application described above to include several 
of the paper design elements described above. Figure 14 depicts the display elements in the AR-
HUD that was used for the user evaluation study. The blue screen background is the key-color 
for blending the AR-HUD symbology with the CTIL scene using “green-screen” technology and 
would not be used in a production AR-HUD. The red lines represent the train tracks. Four of the 
five information classes are illustrated in the figure and identified by the orange dotted regions 
and letter (A-D). The orange elements are not part of the AR-HUD. 

 
Figure 14. CTIL implementation of AR-HUD viewed by the engineer. The blue circle 

indicates the engineer’s current gaze point 
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Symbol Group A graphically depicts the current settings for the throttle (T), dynamic brake 
(DB), and the air brake (AB). The setting of the physical handles, (e.g., throttle notch) is 
obtained from the CTIL simulation model via its web service so the display indications 
correspond to the physical setting of the handles. Front and end of train locomotive air brake 
pressures (showing “88 PSI” and “87 PSI,” respectively) are also directly available from the 
CTIL simulation model. 
Symbol Group B contains train speed (in mph), the current speed limit (in mph, if not track 
speed), the acceleration arc display (in mph/min), and the train milepost location (at the bottom). 
At the maximum extent of the arc (as shown in Figure 13), the train’s current acceleration is 10 
mph/min or greater. 
Symbol Group C is the moving map display, which currently can display upcoming mileposts 
and signals, including signal aspect, if that information is available from CTIL. The preview 
distance ahead of the train (MP 77.78 to 80.78 in this case) was set at 3 miles. The map also 
displays the 2 miles behind the front end of the train. Both display distances are customizable 
through a configuration file. Mileposts are shown in white numerals to the right of the track. 
Wayside signals are shown along the track, on the side corresponding to their physical location. 
The grade crossings are depicted by the horizontal black lines. Speed restrictions will be 
implemented once the information is extracted from the CTIL track database. The location of 
speed changes, (e.g., the start or end of speed restrictions) are displayed at the milepost location 
to the left of the track. The large signal at the bottom right shows the signal indication for the 
current block being traversed. 
Symbol Group D shows the conformal HUD symbology. Figure 13 shows the yellow conformal 
signal overlay directing attention to an upcoming signal, which appears 1 mile before the train 
reaches it. The size of the signal overlay scales with the distance to enhance the sensation of 
approaching the signal. Also shown in the figure is an overlay indication of the location of a 
change in track speed (e.g., the start or end of a speed restriction). 
Figure 14 shows an example of the engineer’s view of the AR-HUD while driving the 
locomotive. The slight offset of the signal overlay is due to an approximation of the CTIL 
perspective transformation as well as discrepancies in the database of signal locations. For clarity 
in CTIL, the symbology was not offset from the scene by partially transparent backgrounds, 
although conformal objects (e.g., the signal overlay and track speed indications) were presented 
at 50 percent transparency to avoid complete occlusion of the external environment. 

6.2.1 AR-HUD Development Status 
The frameworks of several other AR-HUD features have been integrated into CTIL. However, 
due to scheduling constraints and underlying discrepancies between track models and the CTIL 
simulation, their performance was not sufficiently reliable to be included in the final 
implementation. In Group A, an algorithm for brake recharging time was developed based on the 
GE’s quantitative train model, however, the CTIL simulation displayed faster system dynamics. 
The CTIL model is proprietary, so further progress to reconcile the model performance would 
have required additional help from CORYS, the manufacturer. For the Moving Map (Group C), 
the locations of interlockings have not been included in the moving map since the present 
experiment scenarios did not include any track changes. The information is known and could be 
added to the Moving Map when needed. For the AR conformal symbology set (Group D), the 
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Target Speed Predictor, based on current acceleration, was integrated into AR-HUD. However, 
proper alignment of the Predictor and Target Speed Headway overlays with the track could not 
be attained due to unresolved discrepancies between the GE and CTIL track databases. Thus, the 
predictor was also not included in the Moving Map, although the information could be readily 
added. 
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7. Human-in-the-loop Evaluation 

7.1 Introduction 
The goal of human-in-the-loop evaluation was to collect data about engineer gaze patterns and 
train handling performance during typical locomotive operations to study how the use of HUDs 
alters engineer behavior. Using a HUD is expected to decrease the amount of time spent looking 
at the HDD, since critical information (e.g., speed, location) is replicated in the forward view. 
The team used six consulting engineers’ subjective opinions about the CTIL implementation and 
its ease of use to further refine the current HUD design. 

7.1.1 CTIL Simulation and Data Collection 
In the experiments carried out in CTIL, the engineers drove a simulated freight consist 
comprised of 3 head-end locomotives and 45 cars (25 empty cars followed by 20 loaded cars). 
The consist was 3,144 ft in length and weighed 4,296 tons. Engineers drove the approximately 
30-mile section of track profile computer graphic imagery (Figure 15). There were no additional 
speed restrictions along the route, although there were groups of maintenance workers 
distributed along the track. Engineers were instructed to proceed past the work parties safely, 
without needing to communicate with the foreman.  

 
Figure 15. Track profile of the research subdivision from MP 58.8 to MP 93.3 westbound 

direction 
The standard HUD configuration consisted of the symbology in display groups A, B, and C. The 
AR-HUD configuration also included the symbol group D, the signal overlay, and the speed 
change symbol. 
Engineer gaze data was collected with the Argus Technology (Tyngsboro, MA) ETVision 
system. This consisted of a lightweight, head-worn frame with binocular, 180 Hz eye cameras 
and a 720p scene camera. These cameras were connected to a battery powered controller that 
wirelessly communicated data to the laptop system (Dell G7). The laptop ran the ETVision 
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software, which calculated the fixation measurements (Figure 16). The seven areas of interest 
(AOIs) were: 

1. Forward (Fwd): Captures glances through the engineer windshield to the outside scene, 
except when a HUD AOI overlaps the location. 

2. HDD: Captures glances to the primary train display located beneath the front windshield. 
3. Control (Ctl): Captures glances at the train control handle display or the brake pressure 

display. 
4. Speed (Spd): Captures glances at the HUD speed display located near the top center of 

the windshield. 
5. Location (Loc): Captures glances at the HUD location display located near the bottom 

center of the windshield. 
6. Map: Captures glances at the HUD moving map located at the right edge of the 

windshield. 
7. Signal (Sig): Captures glances at the AR-HUD signal overlay. The overlay appears when 

the train is 1 mile away from the signal along the track, even if the signal itself is 
occluded by other objects in the scene. Fixations in this AOI were classified manually 
because the ETVision software could not automatically perform the classification. 

 
Figure 16. The AOIs used in the gaze analysis  

Any fixations outside the AOIs listed above (e.g., when the engineer referred to their 
paperwork) were classified in the ‘OUTSIDE’ AOI. Once the classification was finished, the 
dwell time and fixation frequency for each AOI were computed. For this report, only data taken 
from MP 58.8 to MP 72 was analyzed. This section of track provided a generic scenario within 
which to compare gaze patterns for each display condition. 
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7.1.2 Subjects 
The six experienced locomotive engineers who participated in the study were recruited from the 
local population of freight and passenger engineers. The participants were between 27 and 53 
years of age (mean: 38.0, SD: 9.6) with 2-6 years of experience in passenger rail service. The 
average experience was 4.6 years, excluding one engineer with 25 years of experience. Two 
engineers also had experience on freight rail service (2 years and 25 years). Each engineer’s 
familiarity with the term “Augmented Reality” was assessed on the following 5-point scale: 

1. “I have never heard of the term before.” 

2. “I have heard of the term but cannot define it.” 
3. “I can give you a definition but am not sure that it is correct.” 

4. “I know the meaning of the term but have not used it (the technology).” 
5. “I know the meaning of the term and have used it before.” 

The scores were distributed as follows: 2, 2, 2, 4, 4, and 5 (mean: 3, SD: 1.4). 

7.1.3 Experiment Protocol 
Two days before the scheduled experiment, the engineers completed the informed consent form 
online, including a COVID-19 disclosure showing no recent exposures or current symptoms. On 
the morning of the experiment, engineers arrived at the FRA CTIL simulator for the experiment 
session. Engineers reviewed and signed the informed consent form, the COVID-19 addendum, 
and subject payment forms. The protocol was approved by the MIT Committee on the Use of 
Humans as Experimental Subjects (COUHES) (Protocol #2003000117, C. Oman, PI) prior to 
experiment sessions. 
The first experiment session consisted of training and practice. Participants received a brief 
introduction to CTIL, including how to operate the simulator and a description of the train route 
and nominal scenario. After the introduction, they drove the simulated train over the entire 
section of route used in the experiment to become familiar with the territory and train handling 
qualities. Following a short break, they drove the route a second time using the AR-HUD to 
become familiar with the display and the behavior of the conformal symbology. Participants also 
wore the eye tracking system during the latter portion of the second trip to experience how it felt 
while driving the train. Each trip took approximately 45-55 minutes to complete. 
After another short break, each participant began a series of four experimental sessions starting 
with a trip using the normal locomotive displays (No-HUD). Each trip began with a short 
briefing on the trip details, such as the train cargo and temporary speed restrictions. The 
participant donned the eye tracking system and completed a brief calibration protocol. As the trip 
proceeded along the route, the engineer performed normal activities, including obeying trackside 
signals and looking for malfunctioning wayside equipment and potential hazards. After a lunch 
break, the participant drove two trips using the HUD, with the order of HUD trials balanced 
across the participants. Finally, each engineer completed a fourth trip which repeated the 
conditions of the first trip. The subject's physical actions and voice communications were 
recorded for further analysis using audiovisual systems built into CTIL . The eye tracking system 
recorded the subject's eyes and view of the environment but did not capture any other part of the 
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subject's face. After the fourth trip, subjects were asked to provide feedback about using the 
HUDs, including subjective ratings about the individual display elements. 

7.2 Results 
In this section the research team describes the results from the portion of the trip between MP 
58.8 (start) and MP 72. This portion of track does not include any speed restrictions but includes 
six clearly indicated signals and several grade-crossings with and without gates and/or vehicles. 
This provides a generic scenario for comparing train handling performance and gaze behavior 
among the display conditions. This segment of the trip was typically completed in 40-45 minutes 
by the engineers. The first engineer participant was used as a pilot subject, and several changes 
suggested by the engineer were made to the HUDs for subsequent engineers (this engineer’s data 
was not included in the analysis described below). With a limited data set, the differences in 
observed gaze and train handling behavior were not statistically tested for significance. 

7.2.1 Gaze Results 
Figure 17 shows the group averages for the percentage of total gaze time spent in each of the 
individual AOIs as well as outside of any AOI, such as when the engineer consults paperwork. In 
the typical operating condition with no HUD, the engineers spent around 77 percent of their gaze 
duration looking out the front windshield (Fwd AOI), 15 percent of their time glancing at the 
primary train display (HDD AOI), and the remaining time looking elsewhere (e.g., looking at the 
paperwork or control stand). The percentages do not sum to 100 percent since this is averaging 
over the five engineers. The time spent in the forward view agrees with the subjective assessment 
provided by the one engineer who participated in the second cognitive walkthrough described in 
Section 5.2. 

 
Figure 17. Percentage of total gaze time for each AOI and each display condition. Top left: 
First No-HUD condition, top right: Std-HUD condition, bottom left: AR-HUD conditions, 

bottom right: Second No-HUD condition 
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In the Std-HUD condition, the average amount of time the engineer spends looking out the 
forward view is reduced to 61 percent of the total time, while in the AR-HUD condition, the 
engineer spends 63 percent of their total time looking out the forward view. The time spent 
looking at the main train display (HDD) also decreased from 16 to 9 percent with the Std-HUD 
and to 7 percent with the AR-HUD. Since there is very little change in the amount of time spent 
outside the AOIs, engineer gaze is primarily re-distributed over the HUD elements. 
Within the Std-HUD condition, the highest proportion of gaze time was spent looking at the map 
(8 percent), speed (6 percent), and upcoming signal or signal location (6 percent) AOIs. The 
engineers viewed the location and train control elements the least, at 2 percent and 1 percent, 
respectively. In the AR-HUD condition, the proportion of time spent looking at the upcoming 
signal or signal location increased to 10 percent with a concomitant reduction in the time spent 
looking at the map overlay, down to 6 percent. 
Though the trends in gaze behavior of the individual engineers (Figure 18) were generally 
similar over all the display conditions, there were notable individual differences that could alter 
the interpretation of the average trends previously described. For example, Subject CH spent the 
largest proportion of time looking at the HDD, especially in the two HUD conditions, suggesting 
the AR-HUD might have a slightly larger effect on reducing “head-down time” during a trip than 
observed. Similarly, the observed increase in total time spent looking at signals in the AR-HUD 
condition resulted from just two of the five subjects, so it is unclear whether the effect of signal 
overlay is an artifact of a small sample size or a true effect of the HUD. In the AR-HUD 
condition, Subject MC spent a much larger proportion of time looking in the Fwd AOI compared 
to the other subjects. This was an artifact of not manually re-classifying gaze into the signal 
overlay AOI because of an offset in the eye tracker calibration. Assuming the time spent looking 
at the signal was near the group average, the proportion of time spent looking at the HDD would 
be similar to the other engineers. 

 
Figure 18. Gaze duration per AOI by subject and display condition 
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7.2.2 Train Handling 
Train handling performance was assessed qualitatively by comparing the train speed, fuel usage, 
and in-train forces during a trip under each of the display conditions. Figure 19 shows the 
elevation profile of the segment with the sequence of notch settings from one engineer 
superimposed. From the trip start, all engineers quickly increased the throttle to notch eight 
through mile five, after which they had to actively control their speed through the undulating 
terrain. Train handling performance was expected to differ among the engineers, but display 
conditions were not expected to affect overall train handling performance. 

 
Figure 19. Elevation profile of trip segment shown in blue with the notch settings for one 

engineer (No-HUD condition) shown in red 
The train speed profiles for each subject and display condition are shown in Figure 20. As 
expected, the profile was largely the same across engineers and display conditions. The largest 
outliers on the exponential speed increase (miles 0-6) occurred on the first trip (No-HUD 
condition), but the engineers’ performance became consistent for the last three trips. The speed 
profiles began to diverge in the second half of the trip (miles 7-13), and speed differences of up 
to 3 mph were observed in most trips. There were no cases of engineers exceeding the 60-mph 
speed limit during any trips over this segment. The average time to traverse this segment was the 
longest for the first No-HUD trip (15.9 min) and similar for the other three trips (Std-HUD: 15.4 
min, AR-HUD: 15.6 min, NoHUD2: 15.5 min). 
Figure 21 shows each engineer’s fuel usage for each trip grouped by the display condition. The 
group means are indicated by the star symbol in each display condition. For all engineers, the 
fuel usage was the lowest in their first trip but was consistently higher for each of the subsequent 
trips. The group mean of the last trip (NoHUD2) may be skewed higher by Subject LV who used 
the most fuel of any engineer across all trips. These results seem to correlate with the lower 
observed speeds and longer duration of the first trip compared to the remaining three trips. 
The average peak draft forces during the trips (Figure 21) showed a similar trend to the fuel use. 
Draft forces occur when the train is “stretched” due to lead locomotive acceleration. The peaks 
were identified as the local maxima compared to their neighbors in the observed sequence of 
maximum draft forces, and the magnitudes were averaged over the trip segment. For four 
engineers, the lowest average forces were observed in the first trip and were consistently higher 
for the last three trips. The exception was Subject WH whose highest average maximum draft 
force occurred on the first trip. The group mean peak buff forces exhibited a different trend, in 
that the highest forces were observed in the two trips without a HUD. Buff forces are the 
compressive forces that occur when the train becomes “bunched” together under lead locomotive 
deceleration or braking. This trend was consistent for four engineers, the exception being Subject 
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LV. It is possible the HUD provided some preview information from its moving map display that 
helped the engineer minimize braking, but given the limited number of subjects and inter-subject 
variability, it seems more likely to be an experimental artifact. 

 
Figure 20. Train speed over the trip segment. Each plot shows one engineer’s data for each 

display condition 
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Figure 21. (Left) average peak Draft forces for each engineer grouped by display condition. 

(Right) average peak Buff forces for each engineer grouped by display condition. The 
group mean for each display condition is indicated by the star symbol 

7.2.3 Subjective responses 
After the driving sessions were completed, subjects were asked to rate the usefulness of the 
individual HUD elements on a 5-point Likert scale (Table 5). Speed and location were the 
highest rated elements, both assigned a rating of 5. These were followed by the moving map and 
acceleration display, which were given ratings of 4 or 5. The AR elements indicating the location 
of speed changes and signals were considered moderately useful, with ratings between 2 and 4, 
while the remaining HUD elements providing brake and throttle information were deemed the 
least useful. 

Table 5. Subjective ratings of usefulness for individual HUD elements 
(1 = not useful; 5 = very useful) 

 
Speed Location Moving 

Map 
Accel 

Display 

AR – 
Speed 

Changes 

AR – 
Signal 

Brake 
Pressure 

Brake 
Handle 

Throttle 
Handle 

Mean 5 5 4.6 4.4 3.2 2.8 2.8 2.6 2.4 
SD 0 0 0.6 0.6 0.8 0.8 1.1 0.6 0.9 

As expected, displaying the train speed and location were unanimously rated as the most useful 
information for the HUD. All engineers thought the display elements were well placed, although 
two engineers suggested grouping the information together to reduce gaze shifts. Placing 
information high in the visual field (e.g., speed in the HUD) could obstruct the engineer’s view 
of bridge-mounted signals or catenary wires (for passenger service). However, this seems to be 
preferable to presenting the information low in the visual field where it might obscure the track. 
The moving map display was also highly rated by the engineers. The symbology was simple and 
clear, and presenting it in the forward view simplified the confirmation of information with the 
external scene. None of the engineers thought the position along the right edge of the window 
would obstruct their view. Two engineers liked the top-down presentation as it simplified the 
task of understanding when the end of the train passed a signal or speed restriction. The 
acceleration display was similarly rated highly useful as a HUD element. The graphical 
representation provided the information in an intuitive manner, although one engineer preferred a 
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digital representation (as on the HDD) and another engineer suggested adding numbers to the 
graphical display. Overall, the engineers thought it would be most useful in adverse weather 
conditions or if an engineer was less familiar with a territory. Both the moving map and 
acceleration displays have HDD equivalents. Positive Train Control (PTC) and energy 
management systems like GE Trip Optimizer presently include a moving map with similar 
information, shown in profile, and the train acceleration is provided in a digital format on the 
main train display. In a future study, it would be useful to compare how engineer gaze behavior 
and workload differ between the HDD and HUD implementations. 
The two AR display elements, the speed limit indicators and signal overlays, were given mid-
level ratings of usefulness with additional comments that sometimes were contradictory. One 
engineer thought that the AR speed change indicator provided better location precision, but 
another engineer thought the moving map provided better overall context for understanding how 
to act on the speed change. Three engineers noted that the information depicted by AR speed 
indicators was also present on the moving map, so some simplification was needed. For the 
signal overlays, one engineer found them to be useful for locating signals early, while another 
thought that engineers qualified on a route would find them redundant. 
The brake pressure display was potentially useful in freight service, but the engineers, all of 
whom were in passenger service, thought it would be unnecessary for the shorter and lighter 
passenger trains. The displays of the throttle and brake handle position were rated as the least 
useful elements. Engineers commented that the information was readily available by touch or a 
quick glance, so the HUD did not provide any real benefit. 

7.3 Discussion 
The results from this user study suggest that the use of a HUD does not introduce significant 
changes to engineer behavior and performance for typical mainline operations. The addition of 
the HUD led to a shift of the engineer’s gaze away from the main train display to the information 
presented on the HUD. The eye tracking data supports the general belief that HUD usage keeps 
the engineer’s gaze in the forward scene for a greater proportion of time. The performance 
changes that were observed in the train handling measures were more likely the result of 
improved familiarity with the train and territory after driving the same trip multiple times. In this 
case, engineers seemingly settled on a consistent driving strategy after the first trip as evidenced 
by similar trip time, fuel usage, and maximum draft forces observed during the final three trips. 
The familiarity allowed them to traverse the initial segment of a longer trip in a shorter time but 
at the expense of slightly higher fuel use and higher in-train forces. 
The engineer comments regarding the AR-HUD conformal elements correspond with 
observations by Tonnis et al. (2005) that any ambiguity in the location of conformal elements 
renders them much less useful. In this study, some engineers commented that speed information 
from the moving map provided better situation awareness than the conformal virtual sign. 
Conformal information may be better suited to automobile applications since the drivers are able 
to react to events much closer to the vehicle. Engineers must plan their actions on a longer time 
scale, so the greater preview of the moving map provides better contextual support. Future 
research should examine whether the predictive conformal information (e.g.,the speed target 
indicator that was included in the AR-HUD design but not implemented in CTIL) would provide 
some benefit to train handling. 
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The initial segment of the trip provided a baseline scenario in which the engineer was primarily 
concerned with speed maintenance in the absence of external influences such as speed 
restrictions. Data was also collected for the remaining 21 miles of the trip which included several 
speed restrictions and rolling terrain that present a more challenging driving task for the 
engineer. Future analysis will examine whether HUD use provides any performance benefit in 
higher workload scenarios. 
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8. Hardware Technical Feasibility Assessment 

This section discusses the feasibility of implementing AR-HUDs for freight train locomotive 
cabs given the current state of the enabling technologies. The broad motivation is to understand 
which required supporting system capabilities are relatively mature, and to determine in which 
cases further development is necessary to provide adequate performance. The assessment focuses 
on the two critical components of the AR-HUD: the wide-FOV display and a system to track the 
engineer’s head in a three-dimensional (3-D) space for proper rendering of the HUD symbology 
over the view of the external environment. A detailed report on the technical feasibility of 
implementing a locomotive AR-HUD is attached as Appendix A. 

8.1 Displays 
The proposed AR-HUD requires the display module to offer a large FOV, a long virtual image 
distance, and high specifications (e.g., brightness, saturation, and clarity).   Ideally, the module 
can be integrated with or replace the forward window(s) of the locomotive. Recently, wide 
screen OLEDs have become commercially available, such as the 55-inch display panel produced 
by LG electronics3 or the Xiaomi Mi TV Lux Transparent Edition, announced in 20204. The 
dimensions of these displays cover almost 90 percent of the width and 100 percent of the height 
of the engineer’s window in a typical GE locomotive. There are several advantages to using a 
transparent display including (1) the larger display area, (2) that no equipment is required within 
the existing interior volume of the locomotive cab, and (3) that there are no issues of occluding 
the optical path of the display system, as occurs with current HUD designs explored by Davies et 
al. (2007). The two disadvantages of this approach are the inability to easily project AR-HUD 
symbology to other virtual image locations off the display plane and the relatively low 
transmissivity of current panels, which would affect the engineer’s view of the external 
environment in low-light conditions. 
AR-HUDs are now being introduced into commercially available automobiles, such as the 
Mercedes S-class MBUX AR-HUD. Systems from Texas Instruments, Continental/DigiLens, 
Envisics and WayRay project the display imagery onto a combiner integrated onto the front 
windshield of the vehicle. This allows the HUD designer to place the virtual images anywhere 
behind the display plane from a few meters to optical infinity, which reinforces the illusion of the 
virtual object being part of the external environment and minimizes the need for the observer to 
constantly change the focal point of their eyes. Additional benefits include their relatively low 
unit cost and small packaged volume to fit in a vehicle. The main disadvantage is that their FOV 
is limited to approximately 10 degrees horizontally whereas an engineer might have a horizontal 
FOV of 65 degrees when seated. 
The automotive manufacturer Geely and Prism Entertainment developed the Aerial Intelligent 
Display (AID) system that realizes omni-directional 3-D images without media. This system, 
with a FOV of 16 degrees (h) by 8 degrees (v) and a size of 2-3.8L5, reconstructs the light field 
in the fixed space in the car and forms a physical image without relying on any medium (e.g., 

 
3 LG, See Beyond, LG Transparent OLED Signage, report No. 55EW5F-A. 
4 Press release can be found at 54.6" Xiaomi Mi TV Lux OLED Transparent Edition - Specifications. 
5 Prism Holography, Aerial Holo Intelligent Display, China. 

https://www.lg.com/us/support/products/documents/LG_SPEC-SHEET_55EW5F-A_051911_PR%5b20190712_051416%5d.pdf
file://FRAHQEWFS001VG.ad.dot.gov/FRASNS/FRA_RPD/RPD_30/REPORTS_in%20progress%20or%20completed/RDT%20Reports/TR/RPD-34/MJ/Augmented%20Reality%20for%20Railroads/displayspecifications.com
https://www.mholos.com/czqxcpjjjfa
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windshield). No details about the system appear to be publicly available but released images 
show a similarly sized display to automotive AR-HUDs. 
Beyond display technology development, there are several display specifications that need to be 
determined before a locomotive AR-HUD can be fielded, including the maximum or minimum 
luminance or brightness of the symbology, and how the relative contrast with external objects 
will affect the operator’s perception of virtual and real objects in many possible ways. Some 
specifications like contrast can be analytically determined; others, such as the preferred virtual 
image distance, will require additional human subject testing. 

8.2 Head Tracking 
Commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) tracking systems (e.g., the Intel RealSense D435 depth 
tracking camera6) are powerful, compact, low-cost systems capable of operating within the 
confines of a locomotive. These systems will probably require additional engineering changes 
robust enough for the rugged environmental conditions in which locomotives typically operate, 
including extreme temperatures or vibrations. The error in tracking head position is a critical 
specification since it will impact the location of conformal symbology viewed by the engineer. A 
prototype AR-HUD was created at GE to perform the initial laboratory tests on D435 tracker 
performance (Figure 19). The measured errors in head depth tracking were determined to be 
around 5 percent of the distance between camera and target and 6-8 percent of the distance when 
moving laterally. To illustrate how this affects the sizing of conformal symbology, consider the 
case of drawing a box on the AR-HUD to highlight a distant signal head, essentially a point 
object to the engineer. For this measured error, a conformal box roughly subtending a 6-7-degree 
visual angle would be needed to ensure the target object stays within the box. At a typical head 
distance of approximately 48 inches from the windscreen, the width of the window would 
subtend an angle of approximately 60 degrees. Additional theoretical analysis is underway to 
better understand how these errors impact the perception of typical scenes, such as approaching a 
switch to multiple tracks when several signals are present in the view. 

8.3 Overall Assessment of Technical Feasibility 
Overall, the current state-of-the-art technology, although promising, is not ready to support 
product development of a wide FOV AR-HUD for locomotives. The primary limitation is 
developing appropriate display capabilities. Commercially available large transparent OLED 
displays have the appropriate display area but are still expensive and have possible limitations 
like low light transmissibility. Projection display AR-HUD units included in current production 
vehicles are compact and affordable but have a very limited FOV. Future research should 
explore whether multiple small automotive AR-HUD units could be combined into a virtual 
large display, although this adds cost and complexity to the system. Automobile AR-HUD 
component manufacturers may not be aware of the potential market for rail applications, so 
developing technological partnerships may help spur further development for the rail industry. 
COTS head-tracking systems are mature and capable of supporting the proposed AR-HUD 
concept. These COTS systems are low cost and have demonstrated sufficient accuracy to track 
the head in real-time in a lab setting. Current technology for supporting autonomous vehicle 

 
6 Intel RealSense, Intel® RealSense™ Depth Camera D435. 

https://www.intelrealsense.com/depth-camera-d435/?magento_session_id=b64ef79b3539951979cc17e8fe524223
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operation also meets computational needs. This report describes development of a demonstration 
AR-HUD system based on a small, low-cost stereo camera which was used to quantify head 
tracking accuracy and its effect on symbology size requirements. This information, whether 
assessed offline using image data or in real-time, can aid in the selection of HUD technology or 
determination of improvements for enhanced performance of driving in train cabs. 
Finally, additional human factors testing is needed to determine the design requirements for 
parameters such as virtual image distance, brightness, or contrast under all possible operating 
conditions. Meeting these requirements may necessitate additional hardware development or 
indicate whether further display and tracker improvements are necessary. 
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9. Conclusion 

The topic of locomotive HUDs has not been comprehensively reviewed since Davies et al. 
(2007), although some research and development activities have been reported since 2014. In 
this research, a team from MIT’s Human Systems Laboratory designed a wide FOV locomotive 
AR-HUD. To assess the technical feasibility of the concept, researchers reviewed the literature 
and the technologies needed to develop a locomotive AR-HUD. Current large area display 
technologies, (e.g., transparent OLED displays) are still expensive and have limited light 
transmissibility, whereas the technology used in automotive AR-HUDs have a very limited FOV, 
so further technical development for rail application will be required. Commercially available 
head tracking systems are inexpensive and tests of their accuracy in a hardware testbed indicate 
their performance should be suitable for an operating rail AR-HUD. 
An AR-HUD prototype was designed, reviewed by experienced engineers, then implemented in 
FRA’s CTIL locomotive simulator as a testbed to investigate whether the AR-HUD concept 
would provide performance and/or safety benefits to the engineer in normal railroad operations. 
A user study was conducted with five experienced passenger engineers, who drove two versions 
of a locomotive HUD and provided feedback on its design and use (a sixth subject was used as a 
pilot subject to finalize the course, and their test data was discarded). Engineer gaze was 
recorded during the simulated trips and one section of the trip was analyzed to determine how 
gaze behavior changed with the introduction of the HUD. The results showed that less time was 
spent looking away from the forward view and that the conformal information presented in the 
AR-HUD might be useful to direct engineer attention to important track-side objects such as 
upcoming signals. Keeping gaze in the forward view, even if it is focused on HUD information, 
is crucial for the engineer to detect and identify potential hazards. Continuing analysis of trip 
data will provide additional insight into the effects of HUD use. Future work should investigate 
whether this safety benefit is realized when using a HUD. Analysis of train handling 
performance also suggests that there is no detrimental effect from using HUDs while operating a 
train. Subjective feedback from the engineers confirms the acceptability and potential benefit of 
using HUDs. 
Further study is necessary to answer the additional human factors questions raised in this report, 
including the necessary virtual image distances for conformal objects and other display 
parameters (e.g., brightness and contrast) under all operating conditions. Remaining technology 
questions include whether large transparent OLED light transmissibility is acceptable or if 
current automotive AR-HUDs can be combined into a larger display. These additional research 
questions will require developing a hardware testbed, preferably in an operating locomotive. 
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Appendix A.  
Technical Feasibility Report: Implementing AR-HUDs with Current 
Technologies 
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Abbreviations and Acronyms 

ACRONYM DEFINITION 

AB Air Brake 
AAR Association of American Railroads 

AOI Area of Interest 
AR Augmented Reality 

AR-HUD Augmented Reality Head-Up Display 
BC Brake Cylinder 

CTIL Cab Technology Integration Laboratory 
COTS Commercial off-the-shelf 

CGI Computer-Generated Imagery 
DB Dynamic Brake 

EOT End-of-Train 
ER Equalizing Reservoir 

FRA Federal Railroad Administration 
FOV Field of View 

GE General Electric 
HDD Head-down Display 

HUD Head-up Display 
HDMI High-Definition Multimedia Interface 

MR Main Reservoir 
MOW Maintenance-of-Way 

MIT Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
MP Milepost 

OLED Organic Light-Emitting Diode 
TSR Temporary Speed Restrictions 
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